Youth Convicted In Campus Slaying

By J. D. Hile and Wes Dvorak
Staff Writers

The 18-year-old Newark youth accused in the on-campus stabbing death of a Montclair youth has been found guilty of second degree manslaughter. The victim and attacker were not Montclair State students.

Found guilty of second-degree manslaughter was Henry Kinard of 51 3rd Street, Newark. He was accused of fatally stabbing Walter Ennis, 19 years-old, of 25 Cross St., Montclair, in front of Sprague Library on Oct. 22.

A C C O R D I N G T O a spokesman for the Passaic County Prosecutor's Office, the murder weapon was a 10 inch butterfly knife, so named because it has a split handle which conceals the blade when folded. Kinard knifed Ennis once in the side. The victim died the following day at Mountainside Hospital in Montclair.

Ennis and Kinard were on campus attending a dance in Life Hall, according to Sergeant Edward Capalbo of the Little Falls police. Capalbo stated the slaying resulted from "a personal disagreement" between Ennis and Kinard.

The incident occurred when two girls were offered a ride by one group of males and another group "passed a remark not to go," continued Capalbo. A minor brawl ensued which left Ennis mortally wounded and Warren Higgins of 315 7th Ave., Newark, slashed about the legs with a broken bottle.

A BANG-UP JOB—was performed by vandals Tuesday night on several cars parked near the quarry. This morning (I.) the owner of one of the cars sweeps up the damage. Keith Kauffman, director of safety and security, noted that the vandalism did not appear to be "a normal rip-off" as nothing was stolen, though two cars had tape decks in them. Kauffman stated that security patrols would be stepped up in the area and that the lighting, which was not operating Tuesday night, would be corrected. Campus security and Little Falls police are conducting an investigation into the matter and are calling on individuals who may have information on the matter to contact them confidentially.

Strike Effects Vary

By John Pinich
Staff Writer

Students at William Paterson College struck on Monday while the strike at Ramapo College ended that day.

The strikers at William Paterson hope to attain five demands that the All College Senate-Committee of Tenure and Retention drew up and presented to the college's Board of Trustees last week.

The strike at Ramapo was triggered by the dismissal of one teacher.

Charles Stanor, a member of the strike committee at Paterson, stated that the boycotting of classes on Monday was 80% effective and that on Tuesday it was 90% effective. However, Charles Murphy, president of the college's SGA, stated that in his opinion no more than 2% of the college was taking part in the strike.

A spokesman for the college said that college observers estimated that the number of picketers never exceeded 17 students at any time during Monday and 10 on Tuesday. The five demands of ASC-COTAR are: a reduction in the number of teachers not being retained, a stop to the recruiting of replacements in all departments where faculty are being fired, written explanations for all firings, the abolition of a plan stating that teachers need not be given reasons for their dismissals and a finding of due process in college policy and the resignation of the current student government, according to Stuart Jamieson Jr., Inc., and Allen Electric Co.

"We are now prepared to begin litigation against the architects (Charles Luckman Associates)," Quinn said, "to secure the rest of the money involved." Luckman Associates also designed the MSC Student Center.

ALTHOUGH NO suit has been filed yet, Quinn stated: "We just want to find out who is in any way responsible for the extra cost."
Your first tampon should be a Kotex tampon.

Because only Kotex tampons have soft, rounded ends... gentle insertion guides instead of two bulky tubes ...and more protection than the leading brand. But the only way to be convinced is to let a Kotex tampon be your first one.

If it wasn't, here's a second chance.

For a low price package of Kotex* tampons (1 day, 3 days, 7 days) you can be entitled "Tail-End It Again" and His Editions from 25c on up! cover housing and handling.

Kotex tampons
Box 501 CNL
Neenah, Wisconsin 54956

Name ____________________________

Address ___________________________________________________________

City ____________________________ State _______ Zip ________

Afford 4 weeks for delivery
Offer expires December 31, 1973
1-800-368-2222

WATERBEDS

Waterbeds Unlimited

Worldwide Distribution

Waterbeds Unlimited is a nationwide chain of stores that provide the best waterbeds you can buy. Each store is independently owned and operated by local businesses. The stores are located in major cities across the nation, and each store offers a full line of waterbeds to meet the needs of every customer.

Waterbeds Unlimited offers a variety of waterbeds, from the basic to the most luxurious. Each waterbed is designed to provide comfort and support for a good night's sleep. The stores also offer a wide range of waterbed accessories, such as water beds, sheets, pillows, and linens.

In addition to providing quality waterbeds, Waterbeds Unlimited offers a variety of financing options to help customers get the waterbeds they want. The stores also offer a comprehensive warranty program to give customers peace of mind.

If you are interested in a waterbed, contact the nearest Waterbeds Unlimited store to learn more about their products and services. You can find a store near you by visiting their website or calling their toll-free number.

Open A Waterbed Unlimited Store

for information call 901-926-1186 or 901-3511

Wholesale - Retail

“JACQUES BREIL is ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN PARIS.” Studio Theater (K-2000), 8 pm. Admission: $5.00.

SUNDAY, MARCH 25

CONCERT. Lewestyn Chamber Players and Dorothy Priewic, piano, McEachern Recital Hall, 4 pm. Admission free.

MUSIC. Newman House at 7:30 pm.

MONDAY, MARCH 25

HUMAN RELATIONS LAB. Registration for HRL weekend, Student Center Lobby, today through the 30th, 10 am-3 pm.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING. With instructions, Life Hall cafeteria, 7:30-10:30 pm.

WOMEN’S FILM FESTIVAL. Several films focusing on the black women in America with discussion to follow, Bohl Hall Lounge, 7:30-9 pm.

TUESDAY, MARCH 27

WOMEN’S CENTER Jean Ambrose, “Vocational Education in New Jersey,” noon.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28

SAFE. Coffee Hour, Balroon C, Student Center, 10-30 pm.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB. Meeting in room 261, Math/Science Building at 7 pm. Anyone interested in amateur (ham) radio is welcome. A movie, “Ham’s Wide World” will be shown.

CLASSIFIED

ON CAMPUS HOUSING 1973-1974

Application forms now available at Residence Hall desks and at Life Hall Housing Office. Deadline for applications is March 23, 1973.

John Shearman

Life Hall Housing

EXTRA $88

Available for 1 day; a week? Maybe 2-3 days a week? Supplement your income by working for us.

We need you now.

High hourly rate

Visit our office just once

A

INDUSTRIAL TEMPHARIES

115 Bloomfield Ave. Caldwell 228 1302

If You Are Bugged

By Your VW

Call LITTLE CAR

Everything For The Bug!

Little Car Co.
173 Glenridge Ave.
Montclair 783-5380

CLOSED MONDAY

RAY GUALTIERI

Creative Hair Styling for Men

Call for an appointment: 626 VALLEY ROAD

744-0666

The BRONX Community Abortion Clinic...

...a modern, non-profit clinic for the safe termination of pregnancy up to 12 weeks. An atmosphere that’s relaxed... medical care... hospital affiliated.

Call for an appointment in confidence

Phone: 212-929-4088 • Fee: $125
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Dorm Students Label Meeting 'Farce'

The SGA sponsored a "goals retreat" on Monday and Tuesday night designed to "develop new guidelines and procedures." The retreat, however, was poorly attended by both SGA legislators and Class I organization representatives. Representatives from seven of the fifteen Class I organizations were present, only a fraction of the legislators who took part in the proceedings.

March 15 to protect the new system. They claim they were not informed of the change until after it was accepted. The residents also question why the previous administration system based on distance was replaced. John Shearman, co-ordinator of Off-Campus Men's Housing, explained that the program was adopted because off-campus residents felt they were being excluded from "an educational experience." Shearman said that the committee was composed of student representatives as well as representatives from the college administration. The proposal was submitted for approval to the Resident Assistant's Board and then to the Resident Assistant's Board before it was adopted, he said.

However, several Bohn Hall residents claimed that they were not consulted before the change was implemented. They said they were not contacted by their RA's or their Federal reps.

A Webster RA commented that most of the students in his wing did not know anything about the change until Thursday's meeting. He was received many complaints from residents who feel that the old system was adequate.

Some Bohn residents echoed this opinion. One resident, a native of south Jersey, said, "I don't see why it was changed in the first place."

Another student from Long Island felt that the old system based on distance was fair. A third resident commented that the old system gave people who live far away a "chance."

The committee also gave more responsibility to the SGA appropriating committee by making them the body to whom the Class I organizations can appeal if they are fined or penalized for a violation.

Koer called the results of the retreat disappointing. "Maybe if I was expecting too much," he concluded.

SDS Rally Slated

A rally has been planned by Students for a Democratic Society for Mon., March 26. It will be held in the Student Center mall, which has been newly christened by SDS as the "people's plaza" at 11:45 am.

At a meeting on Mon., March 19, 500 member Jeffery Carver discussed the "racist policies that promoted the government to cutback on financial aid." The meeting's main purpose was to decide the feasibility of faculty evaluations. The program of the rally will have 225 reserved spaces while 55 will be set aside for medically handicapped students.

STOPGAP

How is the work of the Presidental Search Committee progressing? Also, when can we expect the announcement of Prof. Richardson's replacement? D.C.

Yes, several more interviews are forthcoming, according to Richard R. Davis, executive secretary to the presidential search committee. Applications are still coming in and there is a backlog of about one hundred. Over five hundred have already been processed.

Several recommendations of the search committee will be presented to the MSC Board of Trustees in mid-April. Davis stated that the Board would likely appoint one of those recommended and would present the appointee's name for approval by the Board of Higher Education at its May 18 meeting.

Though Davis could not describe the ideal composite of MSC's new president, he did present a statement of goals which Richardson's replacement should promote. Much of it is vague but this much seems evident. The candidate should approve of "interfacing urban action projects and scholarly programs, by interdisciplinary studies and by joint research projects." The goals also encourage publication and community activity. What are the hours of the gas station behind the Student Center C.C.?

Weekdays, the station opens at 8 am and closes at 11 pm. Weekends, it is open from Saturday from 10 am to 7 pm, Monday through Friday.

If you have a question for STOPGAP drop a note in the STOPGAP box at the information desk of the Student Center, or call 990-5169 on the on-campus area number 5255. Include your problem, name and telephone number. We will print only your initials.
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Home Ec Has 'A Better Idea'

By Vincent Biunno

Staff Writer

Looking for a welcome change from cafeteria food? Why not try the efforts of 18 junior and senior home economics majors in the food and nutrition program? According to Karolynn Knauf of the home economics department, $1.25 will bring you not only the most delicious meal on campus but a nutritionally sound one besides. The 18 luncheons are served each Tuesday in Life Hall Cafeteria and are the result of a four-hour lab class called Quality Food Purchasing and Production. Instructor Knauf's main purpose is to familiarize the students with the principles of food preparation for large quantities of people.

"IT SERVES as a valuable background for future employment opportunities in hospitals, schools and nursing homes and is one of three courses required for membership in the American Dietetics Association," Knauf explained.

In addition to the actual preparation of the meals, which range from fried chicken to spaghetti and are supplemented by a vegetable, salad and dessert, the students plan what they serve, order the food and clean up afterwards.

Don't let the term "lab" give you the impression that you are being experimented on -- the prerequisites for the course include Nutrition, Principles of Food Preparation, Meal Management and Organization and Management of Food Systems.

RESERVATIONS for each luncheon must be made during the preceding week in the Home Economics Department.

From tv's 50th anniversary "Miss America Pageant" during the MSC pageant.

The pageant is scheduled for 8 pm, April 6 in Memorial Auditorium. Tickets for the show will go on sale on April 2 in the Student Center lobby.

LOSE 20 POUNDS IN TWO WEEKS!

Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team members go on the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right -- 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical food action and was devised by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is maintained (very important) while reducing. You keep "full" -- no starvation -- because the diet is designed that way! It's a diet that is easy to follow whether you work or stay at home.

This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S. Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order today. Tear this out as a reminder.

Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush Service) -- cash is O.K. -- to Information Sources Co., P.O. Box 231, Dept. ST, Carpinteria, Calif. 93013. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!
**Campus Repairs To Get Underway**

By Patricia Marcorelli
Staff Writer

Jerome Quinn, institutional planning director, stated that repairs will soon be made on the newly constructed Student Center and mall. The broken windows in the Fine Arts and Math-Science buildings will also be fixed, according to Joseph McGinty, maintenance director.

Engineers have investigated the cracks in the Center, stated Quinn. While they detected no sign of structural damage, Quinn said, "obviously there is an aesthetic problem." The college has requested that the state repair the cracks, Quinn mentioned. The state is now investigating the damage.

IF THE state should refuse to do anything, then the administration will fix them, Quinn stated that money has been withheld from the contractor until he makes the repairs. Quinn commented that one of the reasons for the delay is a dispute over the cause of the cracks. The major argument centers on whether the problems are the fault of the architect or the builder.

Quinn stated that the hole in the mall by Partridge Hall will be repaired by the end of this week. That is the responsibility of the contractor, Quinn explained.

McGinty explained that the glass was not replaced in the two buildings because of a glass glazers strike. However, according to McGinty, the strike is over and the special order has been made.

ANOTHER PROBLEM, stated McGinty, is that the panels of glass are so large that they are difficult to handle and replace.
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Staff Writer
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The proposed dorm lottery and the manner in which it was announced to the dorm residents shows a remarkable lack of consideration for those students.

The new lottery represents a substantial change over the old method of choosing future dorm residents according to their distance from the campus. Under the new system, 20% of the spaces will be reserved for those students living within a 20 mile radius while the remaining 80% will go to those beyond that radius.

However, since approximately 30% of next year's dorm spots must be reserved for incoming freshmen and transfers, that means that from 30-40% of those students now living on campus will be given a space next year.

This critical shortage of dorm space would be eased somewhat if so much consideration was not given to the students who live nearby. The rationale that these students, too, need an educational experience is ridiculous when it is considered that the students who live far away not only need an educational experience but also a place to live.

Consideration of the new system, some of whom live 150 miles away has as much chance as someone who lives 40 miles away, the decision to utilize this system is made clear at the meeting at which the plan was announced, it was made clear that the decision was final one in which all of the dorm students should have been given a voice. At the meeting at which the plan was announced, it was made clear that the decision was final and the residents would have no part in it.

The dorm councils frequently circulate questionnaires asking the residents' opinions on some issue connected with dorm living. It is remarkable that this was not done in this case. The student input that there was in the committee was sorely inadequate as evidenced by the fact that news of the new system took the majority of the residents totally by surprise.

At one of the meetings held by Bohn Hall residents protesting the lottery, one girl suggested that the parents call the college in masse to protest the new system. It is unfortunate that the opinions of the parents would be considered more important than that of the students themselves but unfortunately in this case it is probably true. In this case the students' opinions were almost totally ignored.

A LEVERAGE POINT—Students seem to have been taught in a tug-of-war between faculty and state over space.

Tenure fights seem to have replaced the war in Vietnam as the bone of contention on state college campuses. Yet the concern is a bit sudden. In fact, it has begun to look like the attitude has been used for leverage by both the teachers and the state administration. The SGA intends to keep on squeezing fines on ERENT CLASS ONE's they'd better draft, mimeograph and distribute a detailed office procedure.

Three years of administration changes, more frequent changes of mind, most organizations are operating in a continual state of confusion. Speaking of administration changes, SGA ELECTIONS are right around the corner. The time planning on eight voting machines and there's not a candidate in sight. The good money is on a MINOR SHIFT in leadership. Wait until the Restaurant Association hears about the proposed "GALLOPING GOURMET" bill now in committee. It seems the Class One's are going to be obligated to submit to the legislature three different plans for their yearly banquet—one of which will be okayed. The SGA biprope must be a new turf. Times are changing...If dois keeps at it maybe he'll get his ASTROTURF after all. It's a real shame the FINE ARTS BUILDING doesn't have this. The unapplied cement block walls are sandblasted and persecuted but does the second floor lounge window have to have steel-plate at all times? Makes the place look like it's been flooded...Just hope MSC isn't "CENTERING" itself to death. After an examination of the Drop-ins and Women's Centers objectives, the overlapping seems unavoidable...CHANCELLOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION RALPH A. DUNGAN almost dropped his teeth this week when he was informed of the possible 13000 student enrollment. Rutgers/Netwalk has only 7400 students. Maybe now the state legislators will stop using RUGGERS for "center of learning" when they're playing poker...Laws of things seem to be taking in someone's "BOLD" BASKET at MSC the rathskeller, fine art gallery, groundbreaking for the Clove Rd. apartment and a new president.

To the Editor:

Thursday evening Montclair students raised their voices in anger, protest against the proposed lottery system of room assignments for next year. The lottery is to be a random drawing—disregarding the great mileage disparity which presents problems for many members of the Montclair student body.

This process insured all resident assistants, federation representatives and council presidents a home in the greater Montclair campus next year, as in years past. Reserved berths have also been allotted to foreign students, students with special problems (medical etc.) and 225 EOF students.

A new addition to the room riot are the 84 spots cited for students living within a 20 mile radius of the campus. This caused a major upset at the meeting. Why is this necessary? Several of the EOF students are funded by the state and (since) have homes within a 20 mile radius of this campus and are presently being accommodated in college housing. Mr. (John) Sherman (director of off-campus housing) should check his files. He may be pleased to find that our Housing Office continues to maintain at least 84 beds in which persons within the magical 20 mile radius are currently resting comfortably.

Your quota for the "90-20 mile" limit is filled, sir.

The dorm councils frequently circulate questionnaires asking the students' opinions on some issue connected with dorm living. It is remarkable that this was not done in this case. The student input that there was in the committee was sorely inadequate as evidenced by the fact that news of the new system took the majority of the residents totally by surprise.

At one of the meetings held by Bohn Hall residents protesting the lottery, one girl suggested that the parents call the college in masse to protest the new system. It is unfortunate that the opinions of the parents would be considered more important than that of the students themselves but unfortunately in this case it is probably true. In this case the students' opinions were almost totally ignored.

One of the most rewarding learning experiences I had during my college years took place over 3000 miles away from Montclair State College, which is not to say that one can travel that far in order to have a decent learning experience. Admittedly, sometimes I wonder.

Spending a semester in England is interesting if only for the opportunity it offers to become acquainted with a different society and culture. For someone who had not previously traveled much out of the state, not to mention the country, I was at first struck to actually meet people who had never heard of Walter Cronkite or seen a baseball game or eaten a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. On the other hand, it was reassuring to find out that WABC radio doesn't blanket the world and that there is more to the BBC than David Frost.

One might assume, for example, that there would be no language problem for an American in England. Right? Wrong. There are a surprising number of differences. Within England itself there are many different accents and dialects. Some are easier to understand than others, but all take a little getting used to. What would you do, for instance, if someone told you to "collect a couple of blocks, carry on past the roundabout at half eleven so you can hear the siren at the shippen." Well, of course, you'll get a couple of guys and go around the traffic circle at eleven thirty so as to avoid the line at the fish and chip shop. Fish and chips (usually haddock or cod and French fries) is staple food in England, kind of like our hamburgers—inexpensive, and tasty.

Television in England consists, in general, of like our hamburgers—inexpensive, and tasty. On the other hand, it was reassuring to find out that WABC radio doesn't blanket the world and that there is more to the BBC than David Frost.

"LADIES AND SENIORS" banquet—one of which will be okayed. The SGA biprope must be a new turf. Times are changing...If dois keeps at it maybe he'll get his ASTROTURF after all. It's a real shame the FINE ARTS BUILDING doesn't have this. The unapplied cement block walls are sandblasted and persecuted but does the second floor lounge window have to have steel-plate at all times? Makes the place look like it's been flooded...Just hope MSC isn't "CENTERING" itself to death. After an examination of the Drop-ins and Women's Centers objectives, the overlapping seems unavoidable...CHANCELLOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION RALPH A. DUNGAN almost dropped his teeth this week when he was informed of the possible 13000 student enrollment. Rutgers/Netwalk has only 7400 students. Maybe now the state legislators will stop using RUGGERS for "center of learning" when they're playing poker...Laws of things seem to be taking in someone's "BOLD" BASKET at MSC the rathskeller, fine art gallery, groundbreaking for the Clove Rd. apartment and a new president.
By Tom Benn

"Hurry up and wait" is a common term in the military. It is one of the innumerable jokes about the endless filling out of forms and administrative nonsense. It's an institution notorious for long lines. So one can understand the lack of patience on the part of the veteran who comes to college and is standing in lines again. Vets at MSC say they are trying to do something about it.

A former Air Force munitions man, Dwight TerBush, an MSC alumnus, followed up by saying, "Our biggest beef is really the administration. They push for change that they're never been exposed to anything else, but we notice it more."

As a result, Rock and other members of Alpha Sigma Mu drew up a list of grievances recently. They presented the list to Dr. George King, director of MSC's special and experimental programs. The grievance list called for changes that would lighten the bureaucracy at MSC:

"There's one thing that I want to stress," said Rock. "The things that we're pushing for are not just for our advantage. We want the scheduling and change of programs to be run better for the benefit of everybody. Nobody wants to stand in line just to be told that a course they wanted and paid for is not available, then have to pick a course that they don't want and pay extra for it. It's not necessary."

"ELIMINATE SATS"

However, John Snyder, the MSC director of vets services, stated that the vets were not pushing for change as effectively as they might. "They presented the grievance list to Dr. King and left it at that. There's been nothing else since. I've also been trying to get vets to go down to Trenton to lobby for Assembly Bill A-999 (a veterans financial aid bill now on the Assembly floor), but they always seem to have something to do. There's really too much apathy among the vets."

Snyder also explained what his office is doing to help veterans:

"One thing I'm pushing for now is the liberal granting of credits to vets for their service experience. Actually, we're not limiting this just to vets. Just to anyone who has a varied background, but vets are in the best position to get things changed." Snyder also noted that "One of the biggest stumbling blocks for vets is the SATs. There's some kind of state law that requires them, but it could be a real problem for a guy who's been out of school for a couple of years and who perhaps didn't do too well in high school. I have signed reservations about those tests and I'm pushing for a policy that would eliminate them. Perhaps we could require that vets pursue a certain type of program until they show that they are capable of doing the work."

"AID AVAILABLE"

Snyder has presented his proposals to the MSC Veterans Advisory Board, a committee that has no real power, but which does make recommendations.

Veterans are basically faced with three problems, but it appears that the latter two can be solved only by vets themselves. They must come to grips with themselves to ease the social readjustments, must lobby to get financial help and must pursue their grievances to the end to help do away with administrative incompetance.

By Tom Benn

"Vets' Situation: Normal: All Fouled Up"

...And Bring Three People With You

To the Editor:

Sometime over the weekend a large 5' x 4' poster of Marcel Marceau, belonging to the Music and Arts Organizations Commission, was stolen from the wall behind the front desk at the Student Center. I would like the person who stole it to know that although we realize that ignorance is no excuse, one way to excuse this action would be to see Marcel on April 10 and bring at least 3 people with him.

Bill MacKay
MASC publicity director
The Tonys: Gentlemen, Place Your Bets

Most critics agree that the Antoinette Perry Awards—better known as the Tonys—is the only truly entertaining award show. The prize is partially due to its brilliant producer, Alexander Cohen and partially to the performers themselves.

So, with this year’s broadcast scheduled for next Sun., March 25 at 9 pm (ABC-channel 7), it’s time to place the bets on the winners for this year’s “Wonderful World of Broadway.”

Although making award predictions is an entertaining parlor game, they shouldn’t be taken too seriously. They’re usually wrong.

If there was an award for the Best Single-handed Pulling Together for a Show” Peter Gennaro should win it hands down for salvaging “Irene.” Since there isn’t one, Gennaro should get best choreography instead. “Irene” shouldn’t be faulted too heavily however. Any show that can get itself nominated for best musical and its leading lady, Debbie Reynolds, for best actress the day before the show opens deserves some kind of credit.

By Mary Rosenstein
Special to the MONTCLA RION.

A Spring Dance Festival will be presented by the Montclair State Dance Company under the sponsorship of the Music and Arts Organizations Commission on Fri., Mar. 30, in Memorial Auditorium.

Tickets On Sale
Admission:
Friday, March 30
M.A.O.C. Box Office In
Memorial Auditorium
Tickets On Sale
Admission:
8pm
In The
MTNCALLION/Susan Stamper
SGA -- $ .25
Memorial Auditorium
MTNCALLION/Susan Stamper
Adult -- $1.00

PATTERNS: Tickets are priced at $.25 for MSC students, $.50 for other students and $1. for all others. They may be purchased by writing to MAOC, Music Department, Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, NJ or by calling 893-5231.
Biggs Plays Organ Concert

E. Power Biggs, internationally known organist, will be presented on Wed., April 4 at 8 pm in Memorial Auditorium by MSC's Music and Arts Organization.

Biggs, the first artist to perform on the organ at the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, was a soloist with the New York Philharmonic and the Philadelphia Orchestra during the opening week of Lincoln Center's Philharmonic Hall in 1962.

Since 1954 Biggs has worked with Columbia Records to record a broad spectrum of music on the baroque organs of Spain, Portugal, Italy, Austria, Germany and Holland. In many instances, he has recorded the music of Bach, Handel, Mozart and Haydn on the same organs these masters once played.

BIGGS HAS appeared at several music festivals and is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the Royal Academy of Music, London, and has received a Citation for Services to American Music from the National Association of American Composers and Conductors.

Born in Westcliff-on-Sea, near London, England, Biggs studied at the Royal Academy of Music in London. Tickets are $4 for all seats and reservations may be made by calling 893-9231 or in the MAOC office in the lobby of Memorial Auditorium any weekday from 10-11 am and noon to 2 pm.
Wrestling With Weight

By David Benavage and Joan Miketzuk
Sports Writers

A wrestler has to endure a great deal, both physically and mentally, the most strenuous being the physical preparation for the match. A wrestler must keep his weight down to maintain status at the lowest weight class possible.

The theory behind this process is based on the fact that the body, while losing weight, does not lose the proportionate amount of strength. Thus, if a wrestler weighs in at 150 pounds and loses eight pounds, he wrestles in the 142 pound class, but has the strength of a 150-pound person, or close to it.

NATURALLY THERE are inherent dangers in losing a great deal of weight in a short period of time, but the wrestlers are in part under the observation of coach Larry Sciacchetano and trainer Bill Coll, and in part assumed able to maintain a reasonable weight without endangering their health.

Sometimes, though, the situation can get out of hand. For example, in his sophomore year, co-captain Craig Spencer went for five days without eating. Spencer is quick to point out that, "I took vitamins and drank fruit juices which makes it easier for me to lose weight than eating a full meal." Co-captain Larry Hayspell agreed with Spencer in that vitamins and juices curtail the serious dangers of such starvation.

Heavyweight Bob Gioquinto is in an "unlimited" type of wrestling class in that he has no necessity to lose weight unless he'd want to wrestle at the 190 pound class. When the team was asked whose responsibility it was to keep from collapsing from hunger, the wrestlers shrugged. However, Gio surmised that, "If anything serious did happen to one of us it would be the coach's and wrestler's responsibility."

PARTIALLY OVERLOOKED in the situation is Dr. Jack Brown, medical supervisor for the athletic department. When queried about the situation, Brown stated, "I was not aware of Spencer not eating for five days. I would never recommend anyone not to eat for two or five days no matter what the circumstances are."

Brown pointed out that not eating for extended periods of time can produce swollen glands and nausea, especially when the individual starts to eat "normally" again.

The doctor is not one to keep close tabs on what each athlete has for dinner every day, but leaves the responsibility up to the individual. "I feel that all wrestlers are mature enough on a high school and college level, more so on a college level, to watch their diet," he stated.

The final decision does indeed rest upon the shoulders of the individual. Witness the case of Oscar Zavala. Sciacchetano feels that Zavala would do better at 142 pounds than at his present class of 150. However, since Zavala is more comfortable at 150, that is the class at which he wrestles.

MSC Gymnasts in Eastern Regionals

The gymnastics team will be looking to better last year's tenth place ranking when they travel to Temple University in Philadelphia next weekend for the Eastern Regionals.

Coach Gail Bakker remarked that the squad will be shooting for the eighth position and added, "I could fib and say we'll hit fourth, but I like to be realistic about our chances."

Raphael's Pizzeria

hot subs pasta platters
Call for prompt pick-up or delivery service
744-7637
52 Valley Road Montclair, N. J.
HEAVY SUBJECT

The weight room has been relocated to P005, the former classroom in the basement of Panzer Gym. It has been re-named the Co-ed Physical Fitness Room and is open to all students and faculty upon presentation of a current and validated ID card.

The room will be available for use at the following times: Mondays - 9 am to 11 am and 9:30 pm, Tuesdays - 3 pm to 9:30 pm, Wednesdays - 9 am to 11 am and 3 pm to 9:30 pm, Thursdays - 5 pm to 9:30 pm; Fridays - 9 am to 11 am and 3 pm to 9:30 pm; and Sundays - 2 pm to 5 pm and 7 pm to 9:30 pm.

No personal articles are allowed in the room and should be stored in the locker rooms. Smoking and profanity are not permitted and men and women are required to wear appropriate clothing. Those abusing the facility will be asked to leave.

END GAME

Registration for MESC's first chess tournament will close tomorrow at 11 am in order to establish the first round pairings. Those wishing to register may do so at the Student Center information desk or the Intramural Office in the basement of College High. Those registered will be notified next week as to opening round procedures.

INTRAMURAL BOARD

A meeting of all students wishing to work in the Intramural Department will be held at 11 am on Wed., March 28, in the Intramural Office in the basement of College High. 

WEIGHTLIFTERS SCORE

The MSC weightlifting squad placed fourth in the National Collegiate Olympic Championships last weekend, behind Penn State, Florida Tech and Millersville State (Pa.).

Phil Grispoli set three records in the 198½ pound class while Terry Manton finished third in the superheavy class. Peter Dyt, Wayne Guarino, Mike McNeil and George Leggett contributed to the MSC cause.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

Any female student wishing to participate in the women's lacrosse club should attend an organizational meeting next Thursday at 4 pm in the Panzer Gym lounge. No experience in the sport is necessary.

Jagowski

Scores In

Nationals

Montclair State freshman Diane Jagowski earned points in three races in last weekend's National Swimming and Diving Meet at Moscow, Idaho.

Jag's highest finish was fifth in the 400-yard freestyle in which she also finished seventh in the 200-yard freestyle in 2 minutes flat and ninth in the 100-yard freestyle in 56.039 seconds.

One of 352 swimmers and divers at the meet, Jagowski was MSC's sole representative.

College Life Union Board

presents

"CarnalKnowledge"

And

Clint Eastwood

in

"Play Misty

For Me"

Monday, March 26
8:00

Memorial Auditorium, $7.5

Fencers Qualify

For Tournament

Led by Nancy Murrian's four victories, Montclair State's women's fencing team defeated Fairleigh Dickinson University last Thursday, 11-5, to bring their season's record to 8-1.

Mary Caprio and Julie Lovrender posted 3-1 records each.

On Sunday, Lovrender, Murray and Mary Lou Caffarra qualified for the American Fencing League of America's National Fencing Tournament. The tournament will be conducted the last week in June in Tuscon, Ariz.

The GIRLS will be competing on a team basis but must face severe challenges, among which are the NJ State Tournament on March 31 at William Paterson and the Intercollegiates the following weekend at Trenton State.

An additional hurdle is obtaining the funds to send three fencers to the week-long event.

The squad looked sharp at Sunday's qualifying rounds with Caffarra defeating Paterson's top fencer, Iza Farkas, 4-3. Lovrender and Murray each scored a win over Paterson's Jeanine Lynch, by scores of 4-1 and 4-3 respectively. Farkas had a record of 42-4 and Lynch had 37 wins and seven losses this season in dual meet competition.

College Life Union Board

presents

PROF. NORMAN CRAMER

In A Lecture On

Successful Living In Metaphysics

Tuesday, March 27 at 12:30 pm

in Ballroom C of the Student Center

and

Wednesday, March 28 at 7:30 pm

in the Fourth Floor Meeting Room Of the Student Center.
Montclair, N.J. 07043 Thurs., March 22, 1973
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Swimming: Diane Jaglowski
3 Panzer Records
NCAA 4th in ½-Mile

Indoor Track: Greg Weiss

contributes to winter sports, the MONTCLARION wishes to honor the athletes and coaches pictured here for their outstanding achievements.

The choices were not easy. And since 11 people do not constitute eight teams, a pat on the back for a job well done also goes to the following:

**Basketball:**
Chuck Holland
308 points

**Gymnastics:**
Pat Sarlucce
Psi Chi Award
Mary Hayek
227 points

**Swimming:**
Diane Jaglowski
Greg Weiss
3 Panzer Records
NCAA 4th in ½-Mile

**Wrestling:**
Ed Alber, Len Cholish, Bob Gioquinto.

**Fencing:**
Frank Mustilli, Roger Marchegiano; Mary Lou Caffarra, Julie Loveridge.

**Swimming:**
Laura Sanson, Sue Montgomery, Bridget Walsh.

**Gymnastics:**
Barb Brazel,
Eileen Wans, Denise Cram, Jan King.

**Indoor Track:**
Jerry Composto.

**Women’s Coach:**
Gail Bakker
Gymnastics: 9-1
Second in State

**Men’s Coach:**
Larry Sciacchetano
Wrestling: 11-5-2
Second in Mets

**Wrestling:**
Larry Hayspell
16-2-2

**Fencing:**
Nancy Murray
24-5

**Coach:**
Craig Spencer
23-6-1

**Co-captains:**
Craig Spencer
23-6-1

**Carl Davis**
29-11
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